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BONNIE ERBE: “This week on To The Contrary. First, are white college-educated female voters souring on the 
GOP? Then, what difference has a decade of advocacy for inclusion produced in Hollywood? Behind the 
headlines, Jane Fonda advocates for all working women.” 
 
[Music] 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Hello, I'm Bonnie Erbe. Welcome to, “To The Contrary,” a discussion of news and social 
trends from diverse perspectives.Up first, white women voters. What's up with college-educated white women 
voters this election season? This is the same group of women who voted to elect Donald Trump president in 
2016. A recent Washington Post-Schar School Poll shows their support has slumped unbelievably from 2016 
to 2018. That, by a remarkable 47 points in favor of the Democrats.This information is key to Democrats 
hoping to take back the US House in November's elections.To do so, they need to pick up 24 House seats. 
Former White House adviser, Steve Bannon, went so far this week as to tell Vanity Fair that these women are 
quote “gone” from the Republican Party”. 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “So, Rina Shah, as a Republican consultant, should the party count white 
college-educated women voters out?” 
 
RINA SHAH: “You will never hear me agree with Steve Bannon very much but I think he's right. It's gone, it's 
not up for grabs, and I think basically at this point, Republicans need to concentrate on the white working-class 
vote.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “I think it's tough right now in this election but I would never count out any group in 
politics because no group is ever permanently with you.”  
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “In the broader conservative movement I don't think those women are going to leave, I 
think they'll still be there and they'll vote based on issues.”  
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: I think these are the women that tend to vote with race over gender, but that being said, 
I don't think you should ever count any women out.  
 
BONNIE ERBE: “All right, so what can the Republican Party... I mean, is this the Trump effect, you know? 
There are…” 
 
RINA SHAH: “It absolutely is the Trump effect I mean…”  
 
BONNIE ERBE: “There are a lot of Republican women, I mean I know the Evangelicals embrace him because 
he's passing legislation that they like but, a lot of Republicans 



who see what he has done to women look at that and say, “that's disgusting,” and it can't be excused for 
anything else.” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Well college-educated Republican women are going to look at their pocketbook, right, and the 
economy's fine just now, right. But the broader picture is that if we do enter into this trade war, we're on a 
precipice of one, they're going to be pretty angry with the President.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Aren’t we in one?”  
 
RINA SHAH: “Well I would say it’s sort of up for debate, right, but I would say at this point the Democrats have 
not done a fine job of courting that white working-class vote and so they, the 
Republican women…” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “But this is college-educated women we are talking about.”  
 
RINA SHAH: “Yeah, and so they see themselves less and less with Trump supporters, right, and I think there's 
some interesting research that's out talking about the believability of what the president says. I don't think it's 
up for debate that the president lies. And Republican women who went to college have friends who are 
different minorities whether they be racial or religious cannot stand this anymore and that's what we have to 
look at.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “So, you're in the Democratic Party, do a lot of strategizing. How are you trying to get those 
white college educated voters who mostly voted Democratic until the Reagan era at least married 
college-educated white women voted Republican since 1980?” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Yeah. Well I have a lot of friends that are running and I know that their strategy for 
getting this demographic of women is to talk with them with respect to point out the problems that have arisen 
with this administration stripping women of their reproductive rights. The attitude towards women, equal pay, all 
the issues that they care about, that are not being addressed. And so they're speaking to that.”  
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Do you think that's the way to get them or do you think, and can you target, white 
college-educated women and people of color at the same time? Are their issues too different to to target both?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Well, when you look in generic ballot polling, the issues that resonate among 
independent women and republican-leaning women, top number one is economic issues, number two 
Healthcare, number three elderly issues, and national security. If…” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “And what about, what about people of color?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “People of color? Probably, I mean, relatively the same economic issues 
still remain number one. People want to know that they have a job and if they see a strong jobs report but they 
also see that their family members who've been out of the labor force coming back in, which we are seeing, 
that's gonna go a long way. I mean I think it's, it's... While you're gonna have women who will say, “Oh you 
know I don't like certain rhetoric” but when it comes down to voting they're going to decide what's best for their 
family what's best for  
their wallet as you just said and I think a lot of people will be very surprised. How did you, how did white 
educated women vote for this candidate or this person again? Because they're thinking about their family. 
They're thinking about the economy.” 



 
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “But, I also think the white college-educated women have gotten a real reality check. 
Aren't they the reason that Trump is in office? Didn't the majority of them vote for 
Trump? So I think now it's really difficult for them to ignore the fact that there's a misogynist and a self-admitted 
sexual assaulter in the Oval Office. And of course his views on women are going to affect his Legislation.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “And I just want to say this about the jobs. It is very important, I agree, your pocketbook, 
your pocketbook, your pocketbook. But, when you say jobs are coming back now, the job report is no different 
than the last 18 months of the Obama administration. I know the president's out there going, “amazing, 
amazing,” you know..” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Well the tax cuts have…”  
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “But…”  
  
BONNIE ERBE: “Have…What, made rich people richer and therefore…” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “yes.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “...Created jobs in some way shape or form because they're, they're buying more stock and 
and those portfolios are going up.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Well, okay, I guess I don't agree that that translates into jobs for the rest of us that 
aren't in the 1% and a lot of college-educated women are not in the 1%.”  
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Well I'm gonna push back and say, looking at the jobs report, they are very different. 
669 thousand people in this year alone came back in who had not been in the workforce came back in.That's 
really astonishing, you have people who are working part-time before, who couldn't get a full-time job, now 
being able to find that kind of work. I think that when women sit down and... Actually the independent women's 
voice, we did a poll of a thousand mid term, potential, midterm voters, we asked what's most important. 
Number one, gender was not a determining factor for who women vote for, who independent women vote for, 
how Republican women vote and foremost Democrat women, how they voted as well but number two 
issues…” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “All issues are women's issues, that's what a majority said.” 
BONNIE ERBE: “But for 40, 50 years now there has been a separation of 10 to 20 points between the way 
women vote, leaning Democratic, and the way men vote, leaning Republican. You're saying that's 
disappeared?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Well, when it comes to what's the determining factor in terms of gender, it's not an issue 
for Republican leaning, independent learning and for many Democratic leaning women. I mean it's really about 
the issues. And when you ask what's most important to so-called “women's issues” or just all issues, including 
national security health care and economic issues, those still outweigh those. So is there a gap between how 
men and women vote? It just depends. But I think women tend to vote based on party and affiliation and issues 
more than they do around gender.” 
 



BONNIE ERBE: “I also want to bring the media into this because I was actually quite surprised. I was watching 
cable news this week and I saw the president referred to by one commentator as “unhinged” and the reporters 
kept talking about how he lied about this, and he lied about that. And of course college educated people are 
more likely to be watching cable news. Isn't this, you know, the more people see it's undeniable what kind of a 
person we have in the White House, doesn't that affect women's votes?” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Bonnie I have some alarming information. Just recently CBS did a poll and they talked about the 
believability I was mentioning earlier of how much Trump supporters believe the president. 90% of Trump 
supporters believe the president. They only believe, 60% of them, only believe their friends and family. And 10 
percent believe the media.That is a huge problem. So no matter job security.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Right but we are talking about 80 percent of 26 percent of people 
in this country. So we're not talking about a voting majority.”  
 
RINA SHAH: “Ya. Certainly.”  
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “And it’s also amongst his base, his strongest support.” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Ya but women were part of that, right, so.” 
 
 
 BONNIE ERBE: “Right. 80 percent of his supporters are still with him.” 
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “Ya.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “But they are, the Republicans are twenty six percent of the voting population so it's not a 
huge group of people, It’s not enough to win an election.” 
 
RINA SHAH: “But the problem we’ll see moving into the midterms and even into 2020 is Democrats paint 
women as a monolith right and they assume the women's vote is a liberal monolith and truly when you look 
back at 2016, Trump female voters have more in common with their white male counterparts who voted for 
Trump is what I mean.”  
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “I was gonna say.I think we saw with Hillary Clinton, the Democrats no longer assume 
that women vote for women.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Alright, let me know what you think. Please follow me on Twitter @BonnieErbe 
@ToTheContrary. From women voters to women in Hollywood. You might think with all the attention paid 
during the Academy Awards and the stories about inequality and the lack of inclusion in motion pictures over 
past years, that by now things would have changed. But a report out this week from the University of Southern 
California begs to differ.The report shows no progress. It found women held about one third of speaking 
roles.That percentage has held steady for 11 years.Other notable findings, only four women of color were cast 
in leading roles of the top 100 films,43 had no black female characters, 65 had no Asian or Asian-American 
women, and 64 had no Latina roles. Five leading ladies were 45 or older and .7% were lesbian gay or 
bisexual.The report examined 1,100 films and nearly 49 thousand characters.The study notes that television is 
doing a better job of Diversifying.” 
 



BONNIE ERBE: “Well having recently watched the Black Panther online on Amazon, I find it's very hard to 
believe, but obviously that was one film. Why is Hollywood doing so poorly?” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Because the people at the top really don't subscribe to diversity and that's been the talk for a 
long time. But again when we see movements try to elicit change and failing in terms of Les Moonves, for 
example, we know that there isn't real change happening. And until those people move on from those roles we 
won't see pilots of two brown women such as Serena and Mel, two Asian American actresses I know who are 
shopping on a pilot and having the door closed on them. But their pilots received over a quarter million views 
online not just in the US but from abroad.They've been told that their pilot is too neesh. It's about two first 
generation 
South Asian-American women. It's about the whole of them but they're being told they're too neesh. So it's the 
people at the top that are the problem because they're still seated in power.” 
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “Well the Academy is largely made up of, its 94% of, old white men. My favorite group 
of the population.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Watch it there, I'm married to one.” 
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “I know, every time I say it you always stand up for them.There are some wonderful 
ones. But I don't feel like, I think the issue with Hollywood is they feel like one hashtag is enough or one year of 
the woman is enough.They don't understand that we are the majority of the market and we want to hear and 
see ourselves reflected in our Films.” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Well thank goodness TV is beating Hollywood because frankly people have tuned out 
Hollywood. If you're tired of seeing just one type of script, one type of storyline, with just one type of person 
imagined for every character, then you're gonna be drawn to, you know, Netflix, to Amazon Prime, to all these 
other sources.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “How is, I mean there are so many movies and TV series out now it's impossible to keep up. 
But how is that changing, can they stream can they go to the Hispanic movie you were talking about?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “They may be able to and they're in the process of that right now.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Can they go to Netflix can they go to, you know, Hulu or one of those streaming services?” 
 
RINA SHAH: “They can, but every actor, is there anybody that's ever wanted to be, you know, have a top 
production house for example. They want to go to the top, right, and that's the thing so what we’re gonna 
see…” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “How long are those people going to, how long are the studios going to be at the top? 
Because it's really you know like the quality of the you know the streaming like the Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. 
Unbelievably good, unbelievably beautiful costumes, great acting, everything. And it was never on TV but it's a 
TV show.” 
 
ALL: “Yeah.” 
 



RINA SHAH: “Content is changing on TV. I think we'll see it in the very near future. But it's still terribly 
disheartening when those actors and actresses who endeavor to do something different go to the biggest 
sources and they're not able to get the monies they need and want to take it to America.”  
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Comes down to funding.” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Comes down to funding, great point.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “And on top of that Hillary Clinton, the Obamas, Bill Clinton or I'll, well Hillary Clinton has a 
deal to do a story.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Yeah, with Steven Spielberg.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Right,exactly, so that's, again.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “And he's the rare right, he's the rare director, he's the rare producer.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “And she’s the rare women who has access to people like that.”  
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Yeah. I know that my niece, Arielle kebbel, who has been in many films and is now 
currently on two TV shows, she struggles to find strong women roles and she won't take a role that doesn't 
portray that. But it's difficult for her to find those. And I also want to say, is this a chicken or an egg thing? Like 
we want more from Hollywood, we want them to give us more diversity inclusion clauses, but if we continue to 
watch these films, if we continue to give them box office dollars then why does Hollywood have any reason to 
give us anything differently?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Debra, that's an interesting point. Because I was thinking about it, do you remember 
when I believe there was a film where I think it was Michael Jackson might have been the main character and 
they wanted to cast a white, part-white male in that role and there was huge backlash? So are we as viewers 
open to viewing different roles with different faces and perhaps even different genders? And I think that’s part 
of it.”  
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “And then Matt Damon for Genghis Khan who's supposed to be you know an Asian man 
from Mongolia. So.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Yeah. Definitely need a little diversity training there. Behind the headlines recently actor and 
activist Jane Fonda went to Capitol Hill to lobby for the Empower Act, a bipartisan bill introduced by the 
Congressional Women's Caucus to protect workers across sectors from workplace harassment.”  
 
REPRESENTATIVE LOIS: “Sexual Harassment is pervasive across industries from silicon valley to the factory 
floor.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Although actors were the first to have their stories heard many are now using their voices to 
bring others into the conversation. Jane Fonda speaks alongside the National Domestic Workers and the 
women Farm Workers Alliance about the importance of banding together.”  
 
JANE FONDA: “The fact that workers from the fields were reaching out, seven-thousand of them reaching out 
to us celebrities in Hollywood, saying “we stand with you” made us all realize that this notion that has become 



so important of intersectionality was now being fleshed out. If we are going to truly confront and solve these 
issues of workers rights and dignity and safety from sexual harassment in the workplace we were going to 
have to stand in kinship and love and alliance with our sisters across sectors.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Women in domestic work, farm work, and other industries are especially vulnerable to 
workplace harassment. They work long hours often in isolation for low wages and without many protections 
enjoyed by women in other Industries.” 
 
MILY TREVINO-SAUCEDA: “I come from a migrant farmworker family. I started working when I was eight 
years old. I have experienced firsthand not just working conditions that create rampant abuse exploitation and 
sexual harassment in our industry. I was sexually harassed many times and I was silenced and I could not 
speak about it until I learned many years later that I had rights. Agricultural workers feed and nourish our 
country but for more than 80 years we have been systematically excluded from the labor Protections.”  
 
BONNIE ERBE: “The empower Act has support from members in both parties in the Senate. A bill was 
introduced by Democratic California senator Kamala Harris and Republican senator Lisa Murkowski of Alaska. 
It seems to make workers in all industries less vulnerable to harassment and more able to speak up.” 
 
REPRESENTATIVE LOIS FRANKEL: “The Empower Act will prohibit claes workplace contracts that silence 
workers about harassment as a condition of employment and will require public companies to disclose to the 
SEC settlements of harassment. Will establish a confidential tip line for reporting to the EEOC. Before the tax 
closes survivors are penalized taxpayer money, doesn’t subsidized payments made by employers to deal with 
harassment Claims.” 
 
REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA COMSTOCK: “Now we are seeing that sexual harassment may have a much 
larger impact on the wage differentials between men and women. You're a young promising student and you, 
you know, you're doing your PhD and you have to do that research with someone that sexually harasses you 
and then drives you out of that job.That’s going to have an impact on your entire Career.”  
 
JANE FONDA: “When the #MeToo and Time's Up movement burst forth, almost a year ago in Hollywood, I 
never thought I would live to see a day when women were actually heard.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “So Debra, we've been talking on the show ever since the #MeToo movement started of, it's 
great that these women who get the chance to work for these big producers are coming out or the Les Moon 
vesess of the world. But will this trickle down to waitresses in Louisiana who worked for tips basically? Is this 
the synergy that is needed to get the movement, the #MeToo, movement down to the women in the worst 
situations who don't have a voice?” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Yes, I absolutely believe that and I'm thrilled to see that this went on on Capitol Hill and 
that we are taking it from celebrities. Because remember when the #MeToo movement came out everybody 
was like, “well yeah okay privileged people are able to speak out and say this.” Not that it's not hard but they 
can say it a lot more easier than someone working in the field and picking grapes.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “Well and the media won't pay attention to that person.” 
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Right.There's no celebrity wow factor. Right. Yeah. So I think absolutely it's needed and 
look at the stories that came out in the Senate race down in Alabama you know and the allegations about 
harassment to a waitress and how distraught she was. I mean yeah they're very very vulnerable.” 



 
RINA SHAH: “I just want to tip my hat to my friend Monica Ramirez of Alianza Nacional de Compañía, she was 
one of the authors of the Dear Sisters letter last fall and she's a daughter of immigrants like me. And I in getting 
to know her realize just how different her experience was as a daughter of migrant workers and how she's 
standing up for women in these low-paying jobs and we’ll never understand what they've gone through 
because they've submitted themselves to working these jobs. And I think it is trickling down because of 
activists like her. And they're partnering with celebrity and so eventually we're gonna see that.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “But I look at that woman who spoke and said she started work at eight. Whose fault is that? 
Is it the family's fault? I mean it's you know I don't know I'm not in that, I don't live in that space where they live. 
but are they being recruited by the workers or by the Union people, by the non-union workers? why would an 
eight-year-old end up working on...” 
 
RINA SHAH: “Yeah. Well they're doing what they think is right and sometimes in these communities the idea 
that any job is a good job to be able to bring home to the family is what's prevailing. And those of us who have 
not grown up with that mentality in our households cannot understand that. And so as these people go on they 
break that cycle of generational poverty because they're willing to do the jobs that other Americans aren't. And 
so this generation of kids of migrant workers will be better off because of the opportunities. I'm not saying it's 
right for an eight-year-old to work but that experience is going to make that 8 year old, when she turns into an 
18 year old, understand the full breadth of what she was exposed to suppose. Also, there's no choice. I mean 
that's a really, it's a very good point, but also there's no choice.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “There's choice, there's always choice for a parent not to send a child. Benazir Bhutto, the 
former Prime Minister of Pakistan, told me in an interview when she tried to put child labor laws into effect - I'm 
sorry, India, no Pakistan  - that the parents stormed her palace and Said, “no,” I mean hundreds of thousands 
of them said, “we need our kids to work.” Whose fault is that?” 
 
ANUSHAY HOSSAIN: “I'm sure that's you know. Great story by Benazir Bhutto who's also the first 
government, her government, to recognize the Taliban. I don't think they all stormed her palace, I think she 
was factoring in probably how much they contribute to the economy. But I was born and raised in Bangladesh 
and when you have a starvation rate of over 50% everybody in your house needs to work because it's about 
starvation survival and death.”  
 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “I mean I get that. I've been in countries in Africa, Ethiopia in particular, that they're really 
working hard to let the students be students and not put them in the fields. Because you're in a cycle of poverty 
you're not going to get out of. And so I hear what you're saying and I'm hopeful that some can climb out but all 
too often you see this go on from generation to generation to generation, “go work in the fields were starving, 
go work in the fields. You can't go to school we can't afford it.” you're never going to get lifted out of poverty 
unless you break that.” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “I mean I think that's true in other countries here in the United States though I wouldn't 
expect an 8 year old to be working unless they have their lemonade stand on the corner. I do understand that 
there are some families that deal with.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “No she was talking about doing adult work in the fields.” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “Which then comes down on the people who hired this child or were paying them. I think 
that that's the case.” 



 
DEBRA CARNAHAN: “Obviously the laws aren’t being enforced.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “So you're saying the parents who put that child out there, they play no part?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “No I think they do hold responsibility. I mean, I wonder why weren't they working? Were 
they working? Were they not making enough? Where they here illegally? Does  
their legal status also play a role here? I think there are lots of factors that go into her unique story. I don't 
necessarily think her unique story is representative of all women or people who unfortunately experience 
sexual harassment in the workplace.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “So how about the Empower Act? Do we think it's going to pass public in Congress?” 
 
ALL: “No.” 
 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “And I don't think the federal government should be micromanaging contractual 
relationships at that level, you know. So I think their.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “You don't think for low-income women there shouldn't be protections against getting raped 
routinely on their jobs?” 
 
PATRICE ONWUKA: “And there are protections. And I think there's some interesting ideas in that act but I 
don't think when it comes to things like, non-disclosure agreements and disclosing sexual conduct misconduct, 
there are some times where people are, those clauses are there to protect victims and their identity. So you 
know when we take a broad brush approach to federal legislation there are some unintended consequences 
that should probably be better dealt with at the state level where the lot of states are already dealing with 
them.” 
 
BONNIE ERBE: “All right, that's it for this edition. Please follow me on Twitter and visit our website, 
pbs.org/tothecontrary. And whether you agree or think to the contrary, see you next week.” 
 
 
[Music] 


